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studded with beautiful temples erected by this small but
wealthy community. It was left to Hemacandra to secure
for his sect that position of dignity which till then was
only reserved for the Brahmanas. The Jaina sadhus spread
an atmosphere which made for equality of status, non-
violence, and such social purity as abstention from meat,
drink and gambling could bring.
IV
Though the local pride of Gujarata had altered the out-
look on life, it would be erroneous to infer that Gurjara-
desa had become a separate province in any sense.
Throughout, in language and culture, it was one with
Maravada, Malva and Rajputana. Ujjayini and Mathura
continued actively to influence it. The forces making for
Indian unity which were at work at the end of the Gupta
period ruled unimpaired. The only important fact to be
noted, however, is that Patana had become the most
powerful city in the whole area, attracting not only power
and heroism, but learning, art and culture.
Gujarata had an art of its own. Painting of the Ajanta
style was popular. Mussalman invaders have destroyed all
but a few of the noble temples which local art had reared;
but the superb art of the temples at Mt. Abu and of the
ruins at Modhera and other places had its rival nowhere
in India. Solana, the architect of Vastupala's temples at
Abu, may be justly ranked as one of the world's greatest
artists.
Gujarata had great libraries in Jaina and Pasupata
monasteries. The Jaina works, composed during the period,
are numerous, and indicate great intellectual activity of
this sect. The works of the Brahmanas which have come
down to us, few though they are, also indicate an equally
intensive activity.
Samskrta was the language of the court and culture.
It made the contact of Patana with the culture of the
country real; in fact, it made Gujarata only a constituent
of a great cultural unit. It stengthened and inspired all in-
fluences which, even as they slowly percolated to the lower
strata of life, maintained intact the spirit and the form of

